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Sources and Interpretation Theories: The International Lawmaking Process

Ingo Venzke

I. Introduction

In the process of making international law, what are the roles of the sources of law and of the practice of interpretation? It is for the sources of law to prescribe how valid legal norms come into existence. According to a bygone, orthodox position, that is the be all and end all of the process of lawmaking. Following this position, the practice of interpretation releases or reveals the meaning that lies within that valid legal norm. The practice of interpretation does not contribute to the lawmaking process. It takes the meaning from the norms.

It is generally recognized, however, that the practice of interpretation gives meanings to norms. Interpretation, at the very least, complements the role of sources in the lawmaking process. There is a close connection between the two: sources, on the one hand, and interpretation, on the other. One way of further articulating this close connection is to stress, as Duncan Hollis does in his chapter in this volume, that the sources of law present themselves as rules that also require interpretation. Interpretation is ‘existential’, in Hollis’ account, as it already partakes in the process of establishing what counts as valid legal norms. I agree and opt for a different angle.

My argument starts once a valid legal norm has been identified as a reference point for interpretation. Interpretation in international law, I submit, is best understood as an argumentative practice about the meaning of a legal norm. Interpreters’ argumentative practice, I argue, shifts meanings, offers new reference points for the legal discourse, and thereby contributes to the lawmaking process.

---

1 See the chapter by Duncan Hollis in this volume.
2 Ibid.
Recognizing that the practice of interpretation contributes to the process of lawmaking, however, is itself only the starting point for a series of further queries (Section II).

A first set of such queries continues to ask how interpreters should go about their business. How should interpreters justify their choices as to which meaning to give to norms? What are the specific reasons that can justify claims about meaning in legal discourse? As is well known, the rule of interpretation in international law points to the ordinary meaning of the norm text, its context, its object and purpose, and to parties’ intentions. The rule of interpretation is, as all rules are, of course subject to interpretation. In order to possibly inform interpretations, the present chapter discusses the reasons that may support claims about the meaning of norms from the vantage point of distinct interpretation theories. Answers to what interpreters should do, however, remain largely inconclusive (Section III).

A second set of queries continues to focus not on the rule of interpretation but on the reality of the interpretative practice (Section IV). The driving question is not what interpreters should do, but what they are actually doing. Approaches to the practice of interpretation in this vein place emphasis on how interpreters choose specific claims and justify them in a way that is most likely to make their own preferences prevail. Other approaches notably draw attention to the ways in which interpretations testify to the biases of interpreters and of interpretative communities—biases that undergird both the specific meanings that are given to norm texts just as well as the specific limits of the legal discourse, i.e. the rule of interpretation. This is one way in which this Section IV is in fact closely connected to the previous Section III. The other way is by recognizing that some social expectation on what interpreters should (not) do also limit what interpreters can actually do. These limitations account for the autonomy of international law as a distinct social practice. The conclusions show how thinking of interpretation as an argumentative practice invites further questions about the balance of reason, rhetoric and violence in that practice (Section V).

Throughout this chapter, reference is made to norm texts. That is a straightforward focus when it comes to treaties and other texts (such as unilateral declarations, resolutions of international
organizations, and also judicial decisions, even if their interpretation is not subject to the same argumentative demands). It might be a more questionable focus when it comes to customary international law. I submit that interpretation in international law is generally a matter of interpreting norm texts, even when it comes to customary law.\(^4\) There will always be a gap between, on the one hand, identifying and somehow articulating a customary norm and, on the other, any conclusion about the meaning of that norm, be it in a specific case or more generally. The practice of interpretation fills that gap and shifts its borders in an ever-creative fashion. Arguments on how a customary norm should be interpreted, to be sure, are not well developed.\(^5\) That may well be due to the disputed belief that the process of lawmaking ends with the identification of a customary norm according to the received criteria of a general practice and *opinio juris*.\(^6\) Arguments from the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, in any event, do not travel well within the land of custom, not the least because, when compared to treaty norms, a much higher degree of abstraction, if not mysticism, is necessary to understand a customary norm as the product of authors and their intentions. The chapter continues to speak of norm texts generically, regardless of their source. Differences need to be teased out on a different day.

---


II. Norm Texts and their Meaning

1. Taking Meaning and Giving it

According to an orthodox view, international law is made at the moment when it comes into existence through the recognized channels of legal sources. The imagery of the metaphor is superb: the concept of the legal source pictures lawmaking as a one-time act when the law springs from dark and hidden places into daylight. The act of interpretation is then imagined as an act of discovery downstream. It is supposed to reveal and release the law that was made elsewhere. The creation of a legally valid norm is accordingly the be all and end all of the lawmaking process. Interpretation gives effect to the law but has nothing to do with its making.

Occasionally, this view continues to resurface in legal scholarship and practice. In the words of one prominent commentary, interpretation is about ‘releasing the exact meaning and the content of the rule of law that is applicable to a given situation’. The international legal norm is supposed to contain within itself what the act of interpretation discovers. This view was already subject to compelling critique at the time that the International Law Commission (ILC) drafted the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT). Sir Humphrey Waldock argued that ‘the process of interpretation, rightly conceived, cannot be regarded as a mere mechanical one of drawing inevitable meanings from

---


the words in a text. In most cases interpretation involves giving a meaning to a text. Waldock’s view is also reflected in the ultimate wording of Article 31 VCLT, which does not presume that treaty terms come with an inherent meaning that is somehow contained in the norm text. It speaks of the ‘ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty’.

Rather than offering a basis that could decide between interpretations, norm texts provide reference points for the argumentative practice of interpretation—for the semantic struggles about what the norm texts mean. This position follows on the heels of different theories supporting that a norm text cannot anchor the practice of their interpretation in the sense that it cannot itself decide which interpretation is the right one or whether a concrete interpretation falls within that norm or outside it.

2. Interpretations as a Specific Kinds of Arguments

What follows from this starting point is that interpretations are best understood as arguments about which meaning should be given to a norm text. Interpretations are arguments—claims to the law supported by reasons. Interpretations do not trace the steps that lead to the discovery of the law, preserved in the norm text. Interpretations offer reasons on why one meaning should be given to a

---


12 Already Immanuel Kant convincingly argued that it is impossible to deduce decisions in a concrete case from abstract concepts; Immanuel Kant, Kritik der Reinen Vernunft (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1974 [1781]), p. 183, A 131–48. The meanings of words can notably not be revealed through their connection with something that they represent. For that position, characteristic of classic times, see Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archeology of the Human Sciences (New York: Vintage Books, 1994), especially pp. 58–61.
norm text rather than another.\textsuperscript{13} It further follows that the practice of interpretation partakes in the process of lawmaking.\textsuperscript{14} An equation of lawmaking by way of interpretation with politico-legislative lawmaking that passes through the channels of the sources of law, however, does not follow from recognizing the lawmaking side of interpretative practice.

One way of supporting the distinction between different modes and moments of lawmaking places emphasis on the different kinds of reasons that can support claims in a politico-legislative context of lawmaking, on the one hand, and in a context of interpretative lawmaking, on the other.\textsuperscript{15} An example form international legal practice may be illustrative: The majority in the controversial \textit{Abaclat} award argued that ‘it would be unfair to deprive the investor of its right to resort to arbitration based on the mere disregard of the 18 months litigation requirement.’\textsuperscript{16} In his compelling dissenting opinion, Georges Abi-Saab critiques that the majority ‘strike[s] out a clear conventional requirement, on the basis of its purely subjective judgment.’\textsuperscript{17} It is easy to see that Abi-Saab would have struck the balance differently.\textsuperscript{18} That is not the point. A balance has been struck ‘at the appropriate legislative level, by the parties themselves’, he argues.\textsuperscript{19} The balance is reflected in the treaty text opening up an avenue towards international arbitration but subjecting it to an 18 months domestic litigation requirement. Arguments of fairness or expediency were on the table when drafting the treaty text and


\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Abaclat and Others v. The Argentine Republic}, ICSID Case No ARB/07/5, Decision on Jurisdiction and Admissibility (4 August 2011), para. 583 (italics added).

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Abaclat}, Dissenting Opinion, George Abi-Saab, 28 October 2011, para. 30.

\textsuperscript{18} Ibid., para. 33.

\textsuperscript{19} Ibid., para. 31.
they have lead to a certain outcome. The tribunal must not unravel the legislative agreement. It needs to stay within the confines of the practice of interpretation.

Interpretations may thus be understood as claims about meaning that are supported by specific, limited set of reasons. The limits are sustained by a ‘culture of formalism’, a professional ethos.20 Where the borders of such a culture lay—i.e., what kinds of arguments are allowed and which are not—differs between contexts and audiences.21 The demands vary significantly with regard to who is interpreting—a scholar in a law journal or a judge in a decision. Bearing those differences in mind, positions on where to draw the line are not the least expressions of what the interpreter should do. To which degree should the interpreter stick to the norm text? Might she even be allowed to invoke considerations such as those of fairness?

III. The Rule of Interpretation

The outer limits of the interpretative discourse are shaped by the rule of interpretation.22 As is well known, Article 31 of the VCLT spells out the general rule of interpretation—in the singular, notably:

‘(1) A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.’


Article 31 VCLT does not stop there, of course, but specifies what counts as context in paragraph two and lists, in paragraph three, what else should be taken into account, together with the context. Article 32 points to the supplementary means of interpretation, especially the preparatory work of the treaty.\(^{23}\)

The rule of interpretation is certainly subject to the same fate of interpretation. Following Ludwig Wittgenstein, it ‘hangs in the air along with what it interprets, and cannot give it any support.’\(^{24}\) The practice of using Articles 31 and 32, not their text itself, can offer some cues—albeit loose and fluctuating—of where the outer limits of the interpretative discourse might be located.\(^{25}\) Apart from that practice, some reasons in support of interpretative claims fare better than others from the vantage point of interpretative theories.

1. **The Common, Ordinary Meaning**

A first and arguably foremost reason for giving a certain meaning to a norm would be that it is simply the ordinary one.\(^{26}\) Taking his cues from Wittgenstein, Dennis Patterson argues from a theoretical angle that interpretation in fact needs common, ordinary usage as a basis. Interpretation is, in his words, parasitic on the understandings that common usage sustains.\(^{27}\) Interpretation cannot itself establish the meaning of a norm text without an already present practice of rule-following.\(^{28}\) We can only interpret a practice that is already there—the common usage. Whether we do so successfully, Patterson further submits, can only be known if we join the practice, i.e. in a pragmatic sense.\(^{29}\)

---


\(^{26}\) And there are no indications that the parties intended to give the a special meaning to the term according to Art 31 (4) of the VCLT.


\(^{29}\) Patterson, ‘Interpretation in Law’.
The thought of Robert Brandom further supports and clarifies this position. Reaching deep into theories of linguistics, Brandom explains his approach in a way that speaks to (international) lawyers, namely with a case law model of communication in which the interpreter takes the prototypical role of the judge. ‘The current judge’, Brandom writes, ‘is held accountable to the tradition she inherits by the judges yet to come.’\textsuperscript{30} In other words, whether an interpretation is correct depends on how it fits with past practices (i.e. common, ordinary usage) as assessed by the next interpreter down the line. Interpreters in the present are tied to the past by interpreters of the future.\textsuperscript{31} Future judges tie them to the common, ordinary meanings that they inherit. At the same time, interpretative practice can and does shift common, ordinary meanings.

For example, when interpreters in the context of the World Trade Organization (WTO) argue about what it means that a trade-restrictive measure must be ‘necessary’ in the sense of Article XX GATT, they support their claims with references to that term’s ordinary meaning, not the least as taken from dictionaries.\textsuperscript{32} The Appellate Body (AB) did so as well and found that a measure is ‘necessary’ if there is no less restrictive alternative that is reasonably available. The AB has thoroughly shaped the legal discourse, which has accepted its interpretative claim and now continues to develop further what it mean that an alternative trade measure must be ‘reasonably available’. Interpretative practice has shifted the meaning of what it means that a measure must be necessary and it has offered new reference points for interpretation (i.e. ‘reasonably available’).\textsuperscript{33}


There are a series of other lingering questions, of course. Not the least: at which point in time does the meaning of norm text need to be ordinary—at the time of concluding a treaty or at the time of applying it? The case between Nicaragua and Costa Rica before the International Court of Justice (ICJ) illustrates the problem. By virtue of a 1858 boundary treaty, Nicaragua had obliged itself to respect Costa Rica’s right to use the San Juan River for ‘free navigation . . . for the purposes of commerce’. It seems correct, as Nicaragua had argued in its submissions, that commerce meant trade in goods at the time when the treaty was concluded. No one could then have foreseen that commerce would one day extended to a services industry such as ecotourism. But it seems equally clear that ecotourism is today a (significant) commercial activity. As the meaning of commerce has changed, Nicaragua’s obligations have changed with it. According to the majority of the ICJ, it may even be presumed that the parties to the boundary treaty intended to use terms whose ‘meaning or content is capable of evolving.’ In sum, the law changes through changes in the ordinary meaning of norm texts—those changes may be part of larger societal process (e.g. ‘commerce’ in the boundary treaty), or they may primarily be the product of the legal discourse itself (e.g. ‘necessary’ in Article XX GATT).

2. The Context

Texts do not stand alone, but come with context, object and purpose. The minority in the ICJ case between Nicaragua and Costa Rica did not find the claims to the ordinary meaning of commerce


35 ‘Dispute Regarding Navigational and Related Rights (Costa Rica v Nicaragua) (Judgment) [2009] ICJ Rep 213 (the Court takes ‘free navigation . . . for the purposes of commerce’ as the English translation of the Spanish treaty text; see para. 56).


37 ICJ, Navigational and Related Rights (Judgment), para 64.

38 It is repeatedly claimed that the Arts 31 and 32 of the VCLT ought to be applied in a holistic fashion. See, inter alia, WTO, US—Continued Zeroing, Appellate Body Report (4 February 2005) WT/DS350/AB/R, para. 268.
persuasive and instead placed emphasis on the context in which that term had been used.\(^{39}\) One way of theoretically supporting the reference to the context of norm texts is to highlight how it credits the position that meaning is relational, not representational—that the meaning of ‘combatant’, for example, emerges from its distinction with ‘civilian’ and not from something that the term ‘combatant’ really represents.\(^{40}\) Modern linguistics would speak of semantic webs of meanings—the meaning of a term is essentially embedded within a web of others.\(^{41}\)

Article 31 (3) notably lists a series of considerations that ‘shall be taken into account, together with the context.’ It extends to ‘subsequent agreements’, ‘subsequent practice’, and ‘other relevant rules of international law’. This larger context has received great attention in debates about interpretation in international law, including in the work of the ILC.\(^{42}\) A lot of doctrinal questions of how to understand this paragraph, however, remain open.

3. **The Object and Purpose**

a. **Policy-Oriented Jurisprudence**

Another set of reasons that can support claims about what a norm text means connects to the text’s object and purpose. In the process of drafting the VCLT, these reasons were strongly favoured by


Myres McDougal. In his view, an interpreter should ask herself what the purpose of the law is in the concrete case. She should then adopt the interpretation that best meets that purpose.\(^{43}\) McDougal was certainly aware that the purpose is hard to determine, and that different claims might easily compete in this regard. Together with his colleagues in New Haven, he thus constructed a whole set of guiding moral principles, all of which would ultimately be directed towards the protection of human dignity.\(^{44}\) The norm text in fact recedes quite far into the background of the interpretative practice. Michael Reisman for instance elaborated further that international legal doctrine and practice had setup a myth—the myth namely that international law could be found by looking at the sources of law.\(^ {45}\) Instead, he opined, international law emerges from the myriad of legal communications that a plethora of actors utter every day. That practice should be guided by—and be interpreted in light of—overarching concerns of humanity.\(^ {46}\)

These two elements of the policy-oriented jurisprudence à la New Haven are central: first, it contends that interpretation ought to be directed at the overarching purpose of international law, the protection of human dignity or humanity. Second, it recognized the creativity of interpretative practice and sees lawmaking as a process of communication. The main points of critique, in turn, have centred on the


abundant faith in the moral judgment of the interpreter, on the one hand, and on the fate of the authors of the law, who recede all too far into the background, on the other.47

b. Integrity and Fit

Coming from a decidedly different angle, Ronald Dworkin similarly places emphasis on the purpose of the law. An interpretation should conform to the best justification possible in terms of practical morality. This principle of integrity, however, stands next to the consideration of how well an interpretation fits with past practices. In contrast to connecting interpretations to common usage alone, Dworkin’s position directs emphasis to the more forward-looking concerns of practical morality (‘integrity’). But in contrast to policy-oriented jurisprudence, it matters how present interpretations connect to the past (‘fit’).48

Dworkin recognizes the creativity of interpretative practices and takes on the task of guiding interpreters in those moments of creativity.49 While he acknowledges the political nature of this practice, he does not see law as a matter of personal or partisan politics.50 In fact, such a view would misunderstand legal practice, he argues. Leaning on comparisons with the practice of interpretation in the field of literature, he submits that the best understanding of the practice of interpretation sees it as presenting norm texts in their best light. This is what an interpreter should do, and it offers the best understanding of what interprets are doing. There might well be disagreement about which


50 Dworkin, ‘Law as Interpretation’.
interpretation presents a text in its best light, but pursuing that ambition is all the same what interpretation is about.\textsuperscript{51}

Dworkin turned to international law, rather than law generally, shortly before the end of his life. In his posthumously published ‘New Philosophy for International Law’, he posits that best sense is made of a text like the UN Charter\textsuperscript{52} in light of the aim that underlies international law. That is: ‘the creation of an international order that protects political communities from external aggression, protects citizens of those communities from domestic barbarism, facilitates coordination when this is essential, and provides some measure of participation by people in their own governance across the world.’\textsuperscript{53} Interpretations must take these goals together and seek to make them compatible.\textsuperscript{54}

But how should specific goals—the law’s object and purpose—decide between competing interpretations?\textsuperscript{55} Not only may different goals frequently compete, a single may also plausibly be claimed to support different interpretations. Taking the aim of the UN Charter as Dworkin describes it, it is not so clear, for example, whether anything would at all be gained by referring to that aim in debates about the legality of humanitarian intervention. One side would argue that allowing humanitarian intervention provides a pathway for external aggression and thus clearly go against the aim. Another side would argue that prohibiting humanitarian intervention protracts domestic barbarism and therefore contravenes the UN Charter. A third side would decry the terms of the debate and argue that the reference to domestic barbarism is clearly a projection of neo-colonial attitudes, etc. And what happened to the text of Article 2(4) UN Charter in these debates?

\begin{footnotes}
\item[52] Charter of the United Nations (San Francisco, 26 June 1945, 1 UNTS 16).
\item[54] Ibid.
\end{footnotes}
4. **Authors and Their Intentions**

Article 32 of the VCLT opens up the way to ‘supplementary means of interpretation, including the preparatory work of a treaty’ when interpretations otherwise remain ambiguous or obscure. Within the ILC debates on the VCLT, Hersch Lauterpacht argued strongly that looking at the text without determining the will of the parties would be as bad as engaging in a kind of *Begriffsjurisprudenz* (conceptual jurisprudence) of the worst kind. According to Lauterpacht, an ordinary meaning, even if placed in its context, object and purpose, could at best create a refutable presumption; it should most certainly not be decisive. He averred that importance should rather be attached to the *travaux préparatoires* as ‘a fundamental, if not the most important, element in the matter of treaty interpretation’.

More recently, and with much theoretical distance, Stanley Fish argued in a crisp, though drastic, fashion that an interpreter must look at the authors’ intentions, and at those intentions only. He submits that an interpreter cannot but understand the meaning of a text through the intentions of the author. If an interpreter did not try to understand authors’ intentions, Fish contends, she would not actually be interpreting the text but make up her own mind of what it should mean. Whoever reads a treaty does so ‘explicitly or implicitly . . . with an author in mind. *And they have no choice but to do so.*’ Aiming at the authors’ intentions, in other words, is not a method for Fish, but it defines the nature of interpretation.

---

57 Ibid., p. 397.
58 Stanley Fish, ‘Intention is All There Is: A Critical Analysis of Aharon Barak’s Purposive Interpretation in Law’, *Cardozo Law Review* 29 (2008): 1109–1146, 1122 (this is the only way to ‘keep[] the game honest’).
Fish dismisses the proposition that meaning is ordinary because we readily adapt our understanding if we learn about the intentions of authors. For example, if somebody reads a sign instructing her that she may not cross the yellow line on the platform of a train station, that somebody remains with little doubt that this sign is not meant to prohibit her from crossing the line to step aboard a train. Such a sign at a train station highlights the limits of textual interpretation that clings to the ordinary meaning to the exclusion of everything else. Interpretations need to consider what the author of the law had in mind, or draw inferences about it—for instance by taking into account the extended context, which Article 31 (3) of the VCLT already suggests, or by turning to the preparatory work in accordance with Article 32.

It may just as well be said that interpretations need to be supported with references to the purpose of the law (which, in the example, was supposedly geared towards ensuring everyone’s safety when trains pass or approach). There is a close connection between referring to intentions and referring to the object and purpose. The difference is, however, that the latter may take the law further away from what might have been intended, which is precisely why Lauterpacht and others wished to elevate the role of parties’ intentions.

Problems for the intentionalist approach to treaty interpretation mirror some of the problems that exist with placing emphasis on the object and purpose. First and foremost, how can the interpreter establish the intentions of authors, especially when they are many and when they connect to collective actors such as states? Philipp Allot wrote pithily of a treaty as ‘disagreement reduced into writing’. 61 Parties agree on the text of the law. More often than not they had different intentions when signing it— differences that resurface in later arguments about what a norm text means.

---

IV. The Reality of Interpretation

The previous Section has discussed different answers to how an interpreter should go about her business. Given that these answers remained largely inconclusive, the question is all the more pressing of what interpreters are actually doing when they interpret. The present Section turns from the rule of interpretation to that reality.

1. Struggle, Hegemony, and Rhetoric

A first answer may be that interpreters use justifications for their claims about the meaning of the law in an opportune fashion, in a way that aims at persuading audiences. They seek to make their own preference prevail. By way of legal interpretation actors seek to pull the law onto their side. They try to align the meaning of norm texts with their interests or convictions. In other words, they are invested in a semantic struggle.62

In this vein, Martti Koskenniemi and others have thought of all legal interpretation as hegemonic:

International actors routinely challenge each other by invoking legal rules and principles on which they have projected meanings that support their preferences and counteract their opponents. . . .To think of this struggle as hegemonic is to understand that the objective of the contestants is to make their partial view of that meaning appear as the total view, their preferences seem like the universal preference.63

Any interpretation would be hegemonic because it makes inevitably particular claims appear in the universalizing language of the law, in a cloak of universal rightness.64

62 See above, note 11.


64 With regard to the specific example of international trade law, see Jason Beckett, ‘Fragmentation, Openness and Hegemony: Adjudication and the WTO’, in International Economic Law and National Autonomy, edited by Meredith Kolsky Lewis and Susy Frankel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 44–70.
This perspective on the argumentative practice of interpretation zooms in on the forces and dynamics that make one claim prevail rather than another. Whereas Jürgen Habermas sees arguments as reasons that rationally motivate their addressees to accept what the arguments purport to justify,\textsuperscript{65} hegemonic contestation replaces the focus on the acceptability of interpretations with an emphasis on the brute fact of acceptance. The criterion by which arguments are assessed is their success and the currency is power. The reasons for which an interpretation is accepted either fall off the radar, or they are rethought as rhetoric, if not as violence.\textsuperscript{66} If the factors that contribute to the acceptance of one interpretation of the law rather than another are understood, then it is possible to come closer to understanding the power dynamics that undergird the practice of interpretation.\textsuperscript{67} Better understandings of structural biases, of dominating concerns and silenced perspectives, are then closer by.\textsuperscript{68} The key question is: what are the presumptions on which going interpretations rest?\textsuperscript{69}

Understanding interpretations as the expressions of particular preferences that try to prevail in the general language of international law offers a powerful perspective on the practice of interpretation. But can interpreters not be driven by sincere convictions or the genuine ambition to find the morally best answer? That may well be the case, but it might then be suggested that those convictions are bound to remain partial and the acceptance of an interpretation therefore ought to be understood as an expression of power relations rather than something like genuine agreement.\textsuperscript{70} Support for this


\textsuperscript{68} See Fuad Zarbiyev, \textit{Le discours interprétatif en droit international contemporain. Un essai critique} (Brussels: Bruylant, 2015), p. 54.

\textsuperscript{69} See e.g., Martti Koskenniemi, ‘“The Lady Doth Protest Too Much” Kosovo, and the Turn to Ethics in International Law’, \textit{Modern Law Review} 65 (2002): 159–75.

\textsuperscript{70} Koskenniemi, \textit{Gentle Civilizer}, p. 492.
position may be found in the rejection of something like a universal morality so that every claim to it is inevitably hegemonic. That, however, is itself a questionable metaphysical claim.

Better support for challenging interpreters’ reach for the morally best answer comes from reminders of their situatedness. With an example of competing interpretations in the laws of war, David Kennedy thus contends that ‘[n]o one, after all, experiences the death of her husband or sister as humanitarian and proportional.’⁷¹ Considering the widow irrational for not agreeing with a claim about the legality of her husband’s killing would add insult to injury. And even if, with shaky confidence, one were to abstract from the perspective of the widow, it is hard to deny that ‘[p]ersuasion and consensus also rest on status of forces and are the product of coercive struggle.’⁷² Interpretations are expressions of power—be it power vested in the interpreter or in the background structures and biases that render some interpretations more likely to succeed than others.

2. Interpreter’s Biases

The situatedness and biases of the interpreter are a theme that has originally been worked out in the field of hermeneutics—the field that is concerned precisely with the theory and method of establishing meaning. Closely connected to the notion of exegesis, hermeneutics first developed in religious sciences focused on the interpretation of holy texts.⁷³ Through the contrasting work of Friedrich Schleiermacher and Wilhelm Dilthey, hermeneutics advanced into a more encompassing theory of textual interpretation. Whereas Dilthey still defended the possibility of objective understanding across space and time, Martin Heidegger, and then Hans-Georg Gadamer in his wake, argued that any attempt at understanding is premised on an interpreter’s biases and prior

---

⁷² Ibid., p. 7.
understanding. The key point is that the interpreter cannot but approach any object with background knowledge. What the interpreter should seek to do is to make the structure of her own situatedness explicit. She should try and make explicit what she brings into the process of interpretation and what she learns about herself in that process.

Gadamer argued that the process of understanding actively resists and inevitably escapes any attempt at being squeezed into a method, any set of rules. He modelled his hermeneutic approach on the example of works of art, the understanding of which ought to be grasped as the product of an experience in which the spectator and the work of art stand in a dialogue with one another. Meaning is the product of this experience and not, according to Gadamer, the product of a reconstruction (Schleiermacher) or of decryption (Dilthey). In his seminal *Wahrheit und Methode* (*Truth and Method*), Gadamer thus developed a ‘theory of hermeneutical experience’, which takes its cues from the fact that all understanding is premised on prior understandings, on biases. The subjectivity that hermeneutics introduces into the quest for meaning should not be understood as problematic, according to Gadamer. His theory of hermeneutical experience rather demands that the interpreter learns about her biases through dialogue. Hermeneutics, for Gadamer, is a mode of reflexion.

The main challenge that hermeneutics thus introduces to theories of interpretation in international law is the emphasis on the situatedness and finite subjectivity of the interpreter. Outi Korhonen has

---


shown well how international legal doctrine has tried to blend out the interpreter in any act of interpretation and how it struggles, in turn, with the challenge of every interpreter’s situatedness.\(^{79}\) The language of international law helps the interpreter to hide. It prevents her from revealing her situatedness and demands that she keep her biases well hidden.\(^{80}\) For Korhonen, however, as for many other scholars leaning towards critical thinking, the choices of the interpreter are the retainer for any hope of betterment.\(^{81}\) What is more, an analysis of interpretation, as Kennedy has argued, can foreground what the interpreter must have been thinking, mapping her socially constructed consciousness.\(^{82}\) Rather than steaming ahead to interpret international law in the service of what is considered best, a hermeneutic stance would reveal the biases in interpretation and instruct the interpreter about her own practice.

3. **Interpretative Communities**

Biases may not only play a role at the individual level of the interpreter, but also on a more collective level of a community of interpreters. According to Fish, what makes an interpretation acceptable is that it corresponds to the interpretative angle from which other interpreters also approach the text: Disagreement about what a text means is ‘not . . . a disagreement that could be settled by the text


\(^{80}\) Ibid., pp. 7–9.


\(^{82}\) Kennedy, ‘The Turn to Interpretation’, p. 255.
because what would be in dispute would be the interpretative “angle” from which the text was to be seen, and in being seen, made.83

Specifically with regard to international law, Andrea Bianchi has argued that interpretative communities shape the bare text through the interpretative angles that they embrace.84 Building on the work of Fish, he submits that social dynamics and prevailing standards on how to read the law within an interpretative community shape that law. Interpretation is about playing that game well with the purpose of finding acceptance.85

That view has purchase, but it also has shortcomings. For Fish, the idea of interpretative communities is an afterthought that has not eased its way into a compelling theoretical set-up.86 What, in particular, is the point of engaging in an argument about the meaning of a text, according to Fish? There seems to be no room for arguments in the sense that they can actually induce acceptance. According to Fish, an interpretation finds acceptance if it resonates with the interpretative angle that a community shares. That is a premise, not an effect of argumentation. The approach is silent on the mechanisms that might work towards such a premise or that lead an interpreter to adopt a specific angle rather than another.87 If the interpretative posture is what anchors the community, what happens between communities other than competition? Understanding and exploring competition opens up an insightful perspective on the relationship between fragmented interpretative communities within international law and within specific fields. One may consider, for example, the divide between military and


84 Bianchi, ‘Textual interpretation and (international) law reading’.


humanitarian lawyers in the laws of war or between commercial and public lawyers in international investment law.\textsuperscript{88} Between communities, international law is silent.

4. **Meaningful Limitations**

Acknowledging the role of the status of forces and of biases in legal discourse does not per se reduce the practice of interpretation to an expression of power or culture only. In other words, there is a quality to the interpretative practice of international law that makes it distinct. This difference is the autonomy of international law.

The fact that only some arguments are allowed in international legal discourse and not others—however porous and fluctuating the limits may be—defines interpretation in law as something distinct. A professional ethos of lawyers is probably one of the most important elements that sustains the limits and maintains the autonomy of international law.\textsuperscript{89} External descriptions of legal practices that do not take this ethos seriously—this internal point of professional practice—fail as external descriptions.

This point has been made strongly by Pierre Bourdieu, who has offered a view of law as a product of the struggle between different actors.\textsuperscript{90} He pays tribute to the idea that this struggle is one for power, for dominance over the law, and thus over others. But it is a struggle that has to take shape within the strictures imposed by the limits of the legal discourse. What Bourdieu brings back into the equation is the mode of arguing, which maintains limitations that are meaningful. Those limitations are part of


\textsuperscript{89} See above, note 20.

the social reality that structures the practice. 91 ‘Far from being a simple ideological mask’, Bourdieu argues, ‘such a rhetoric of autonomy, neutrality, and universality, which may be the basis of a real autonomy of thought and practice, is the expression of the whole operation of the juridical field and, in particular, of the work of rationalization to which the system of juridical norms is continually subordinated.’ 92 The autonomy of interpretative practice stems itself against its immediate alignment of the law with the interests of the most powerful. This autonomy is the product of the dominant mode of arguing. While it is itself caught up in power dynamics, it maintains meaningful limitations. It is in this way that arguments about what interpreters should do in the previous Section are closely linked to accounts of what interpreters are actually doing in this Section. Plus, conversely, beliefs about what interpreters should and the limitations that they impose on the legal discourse, themselves reflect actors’ interests, their convictions, and their power relations.

V. Conclusion

This chapter has proceeded on an understanding of interpretation as an argumentative practice concerned with the meaning of legal norms. In Section II it has left behind understandings of interpretation as releasing or revealing meaning. Interpretations do not take meaning from norm texts but give meaning to them. In Section III it has then discussed how interpreters should go about their business. Which reasons can be invoked so as to justify choices about the meaning to a norm text? Section IV has turned from the rule of interpretation to the reality of the practice. What are interpreters actually doing when they interpret?

Examining the rule of interpretation places emphasis on the reasons that justify a claim about the meaning of norm texts. Turning to the reality of interpretation mostly exposes those reasons as rhetoric—they aim at inducing acceptance to make individual preferences prevail. Moving from the


interpreter to her interlocutors: do others accept an interpretation because they are convinced by it, genuinely agree with it, or because they succumb to it as they either falsely agree or as they submit due to material forces at play? It will hardly ever be only one or the other. At the abstract level of theory, just as well as in the study of concrete instances of interpretative practice, it is necessary to account for both, the possibility of reason just as well as the role of power, rhetoric and violence.

As significant parts of international law are made by way of interpretation, it is a pressing task to keep a keen eye on the balance of reason, rhetoric and violence in that practice. Whereas power dynamics are mostly obvious in the practice of lawmaking through the channel of sources, especially in treaty negotiations, those elements tend to be hidden in the practice of interpretation. The limits of the interpretative discourse impact what interpreters can practically do, but they also allow those actors to hide their choices.

**Research Questions**

- The practice of interpretation in international law reflects the interests of individual actors and the constellation of power at any given time. What is the place, if any, of reason in this practice? How can the role of reason be studied in this argumentative practice of international law without overlooking the many faces of power, including the ways in which it shapes normative beliefs?

- The kinds of reasons that interpreters can practically use to support their claims about the meaning of international legal norms vary with regard to who they are and in which context they argue. Especially international courts and tribunals tend to interpret in a rather narrow, formalist way that might not articulate the core considerations that actually carry a decision. How should the requirement be interpreted that international courts and tribunals state the reasons on which their decisions rest? What scope of reasons should they be allowed to use?
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